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iIe4 laws, new curricula'and Dew students . a lot has.
.

ft,

changed in education since 'the passage of Public Law. 94-142,. (The.

Education ot All'Handicaff)ed'Children,Act) in 1975," NoW teachers
,

/ -and parenttry.to' tlearn how together about "specific....\

. , .

objectives; principals struggle with the."whats" and "why's" and
.

"hOw's12 ofrelated services; facility Members at universities

churn out new curricula for students with "severe and profound"

disabilities, In.soMe instances,students.classified'as severely

impaired find themselves in typical school settings, interacting

,with their typital peers.-- perhaps for the first time Children,

who nay' have quite severe iepairmentS labels may range from

"profoundly retarded" to "severely emotionally disturbed" -- go

' to:typical neighborhood public schools. Segregated schools have

been cloNd; children who might have spent their whole education

in separate settings, isolated and segregated from typical peers,

find th'emselves fully integrated into a widedvariety of school
.

and community, settings.P

. These events challenge some teachers; in fact some teachers

n_=do ot4bel(ieVe that such "integration.6 can work .with severely

handicapped children. "You can't maintain the necessary quality"

becomes a refrain. Through interview' with teachers and
f.

observations in their classrooms (and community settings), we
.

recount how teachers have struggled with the ideas-and practices

connected with the integration of children with severe

disabilities in typical public sthool (and community) settings.



The language and the incidents oLgimite frOM teachers

themselves; it is their language, their challenge,' their charge.

The information about teachers in the United-States as well as

intensive case-studies of twenty-five sites in the Central New
.

,;York State region. From the teachers themselves, we heard

stories That illustrate the ambiguities, struggles, frustrations

and successes that teachers continue to have with children and 1

young people who `are sex;Terely impaired.

F om the hundreds of students we will focus on th-iel

throughout out discugSion.

-The reSeof the article desc4ibes:what:students do, shares

how teacher's feel and presents. how teachers talk'about'educating

severely handicapped students.

' Michael

Michael is twelve and spends most.of his day in an,adapted

wheelchair. He, can push his .wheelchair, but .1,;t takesoa ,long time

to go a:few feet. Although he talks, some, it's hard to \:..;

understand him; mostly, he repeats everything you.saY1 HO
.

drools, keeps his fingers 4n.his mouth often and nedds help

. eating.. Michael likes to watch things around him; he lau0s

11i

often; and.he enjoys being on the, floor where he can roll around.

Michael is labelled a "severely, multiply handicapped"'student.

Peggy is eight 'ant annot-walk.- She has learned tosit,

Peggy

unattended for nearly five minutes; drinks from.a.cUP With help)
L,

-and has started to use a Sweel spoon to eat. She spends much of
/ , ,

her time in a specially adapted chair/ - en a mat, she canroll '

.

.
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over, bUt cannot-y t'pull herself .around. Peggy has.weak 'scle

tone and seems floppy. Small for aged eightman' people think

of her as a-three-yearold. Socially, she respond's to peqple,
.

flailing her arms up and down.- Labels have included "profound'

-:.,retardatiOn, with severe cerebral palsy" and "multiply
'A

handicapped."

Robert-Andrew
- . .

.

Robeft.-Andrew is 17 yea-rs old; for fifteen years he lived in
,

._,../ -... .

the. State Psychiatric Center on a /special ward for,"autistic".

children.
,

He bites, kicks and punches eople for no apparent

reason. He also sometimes scratches an
t

hurts 'himself in other
. v-

.

I ,

:-._.

ways.' is a big 'per=son, even for seventeen years old. He has
,. 4-,

(A.

lostmost of Ids hair and has a noticeable faciaY 'Scar; his hands
, ..,...

andarms are large and pronounced. At timeg, he seems to enjoy
.

.
.

people; yet, the next secondThe may try to punch or bite. He

-..._

cannot talk 'but uses a communication board) he seems interested
.

in signingNbut.thete4pAer isn't sure.In.the past; labels have

.ranged from "autistic" to "severelyemotionallyidisturbed"-to

"severe behavior disorder.P
0

FINDINGS

,More and more, the Peggys' and. Michaels' and RobertAndrews'

have begun to show up in regular educational, and community

settings, with other students their'age. .

.

. 2

After more,than twenty site visits across the United States

and another twenty-five intensive case studies in the Central New

york State ai'ea,, we found extensive evidence of integration of

students with severe disabilities. From SHIPPS in Maine to the
0
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Hawaii 4tegration,Project many different programs found vays to
,

_. - i

. ,
1

.

integratedhildren and young people with "severe disabilities"
, - Ae

into-regulariublic school, settings
_ . / k

_.../

For example, the authors (ol their colleagues)-found such

practices as theifollowing:
A

*A. number of high school students in Providence,.Rhode
. - .0

Island, labelled "severLly ema l4tional disturbed" and previously
.

A ,.......

1
.

in a mental hZalth facility, . attend a regular 'high school;
4-0

*Michael (of ourearlier profile) goes to a neighborhood
.

- r ( y
school: For*lunch and other activities, including art,.music and

i .

a reading group; Michael participates (if only partially at

times) with typical children who are his own_age. -
,

*Lunchtime for Peggy (also from our profile) occurs in arts,

elementary-school gyMt with about'125 typical school children.

It is noisy and confusing, but Peggy sits in her adaptive chait

on theend of one of the portableitables,. being. fed by .an aide,

with the help of a peer tutopzsome days.

*An 18. year-old student in a wheelchair attends,a public

It

high school in the midiaest and'sperld6;part.of each school'day

working in 1",.publit cafeteria. ,'He-lgarn to fold napkins,....and

helps to set tables in. a-commercial cafeteria as part of his

education.

*In the upper midwett, two High ool age studepts.are

puShed around' a local supermarket; shopping meansmatching

pictures in their school - produced booklet with, labels on jars and

various pakdges. Such a shopping activity is a vital part of

their "school" curriculum.



*In a., regular elementary school An the South.,--a consulting
, ,

'teacher shows the kindergarten teacher. how-to.include a child
, ,

104.belled "multiply handicapped" iqto some small-group play

. .

activities. This five year -old child sFiends pari:of the A a

resource room, part in a typical kindergarten setting and is

fully intedrated-into.the recess periods and gym.

*Robert-Andrew IfrOm the earkier-prolile) attends a regular

high school.: Little-by-little his, teachers bring him out of a

Self-contained classroom and into the typical activities of the

high school.

At a number of different schbols across thetbountry,'

phi,sical integration leads to social integration -cp"r example,

in_many schools, children from typical settings ask if they can
0

be the-ones-to-wheel-or push-the "special!' children to lunch,
. _-

recess, phySical education, the bus .or other acti,yities. Because

the children with severe impairment 'are,inthe regular public

settings,. there are the typical social interactions of "Hi, hOw

4" are you?" in a fami matter-Of-fa-at way. More and more.

social interaction and partial participation in gym-, recess, art,

music, study hall and selected academics has become the rule and

not the exception.

THE CHALLENGE.

"It's pie in the sky."

That was the response from mdny teachers.

5
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."After all, the Vast majority of f-theSe kids with the more

:,severe disabilities are still in segregated, sometimes private

scipols'. It's business as usual:"

Teachers didn't believe that it could really be done well.

Many teachers expressed surprise that in actuality as a

matter of .real, day-to-day classroom practice -- children they).. ,

, knew as multiply-handicapped or severely and profoundly retarded
<-

were served in'sualitLsettings which were public, typical and

integrated with typj.cal kids.

"Yot si mply can't have as good a_progam,"

This particular tead11-5-r- worked in .a segregated public-

school. She had taught a class for the multiply handicapped for

1

,

"What you folks are talking.about . . integrated, quality_

'programs for my kids, I doubt.- After all, most of our kids are-
\

and rooms and buildings,,in the same places -- the same clasSes

with the same tasks and objectNves -- that they had fivelyears

We nodded.,

ago. 6.'"

"It's big business serving really severely handicapped

kids," she added.

In-another large city school- district
czt

A
sat around in the teacheils.jounge of-a city-wide special schools,

talking with the Head Teacher of the Severe and Profound. PrograM,
,

-
the' northeast, we'

along with the Principal. We taTked about howoChildrefi with
, 7

severe disabilities were congregated together. The Principal_.

commented,that whole empires h d sung up around-such special

schools.'

6



73g we're part of it,",,he added.

"What's so bad abott that., asked

She continued.

the Head teacher.

"I think it's a lot of hype this business.a.bout Least

Restrictive Environme and integration."
1 -

How sci,-We wondered.

----"-these kids have special needs; all the theor, es and

ideology and belief_ in normalization in, the world won'tQmake the

kids normal. No way . . . it's not faif. to the kids or ta the

parents,"

She paused.:

"You people simply don't know what it means to educate a

severely handicaRped kid. I mean look at the staffing pattern's

alone: in most 'of our classes, we'ye.glot six kids.; for those six,

we provide a teacher, usually two aides (or a-volunteer plus an

aide), two or three.therapists and maybe a part-time health aide
ir

or nurse. And it's just the beginning."

We asked for elaboration.
t

-"You
simply cannot provide the quality and intensity

.?
, /

necessary in a regular class setting: It means nearly 15 minutes

per day merely to get off The coats!. It means 20'minutes getting

to the ldhch-room and at least an hour of individual feeding
,

programs. It's an intensive one-to-one work on fine motor, gross :
a

motor, range-of-motion, whatever."

She paused;
a

"Don't you realize that it cam take 10 minutes alone -d get

a child-to utter a single sound? Who's got that time or skill in

7
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the regular class? Besiedes,. this whole setting makes sense:

you've got the equipment, sinks, toiletsifall inOneroomf with

.the essential support staff immediately.available.'!.

We suggestdd that based upon extensive, site visits.our'staff

had foUnd something quite -different . . . We started to talk

abbut how integrated lettings use therapistsdifferntly, used

consultants to support regular teachers and that there.Were very

different curriculum approaches, including more fUnctional,

community-refrencgga methods. She waved us aside.

"Sure, it's.a good idea -a- in theory; but it's, different
.

4

when you work the classroom with these kids. every day. You

must be realiStiC, after all."

We wondered about "realistic " -; what did that mean!?.

:7

'.'we've got some real sick kidshere; living and dying are

daily issues. It's not fair to the kids or their parents. What

damost regular educators lG6w about seizures? What if the kid

chokes oh his food?
4

/The Principal-had the final word.

-"-You couldn't possibly' meet the'objectivesas specified in

the,Individual EducatiOn Plan without these intensive special

services; besides, the best way to implement these, services is in
. .

a specially equipped and designed setting. It makes the most

. . . as a model.".

We started to;say, "but we. saw i1 happening . . . the 'Models

are different . . people are using spe'cial thetapists as

consultants-. . . there' the' -rtransdiSciplinary',model for
0

delivery of therapy . ." but thd meeting was over. The

Principal and his Head Teacher had to get back to work.

8.
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DIFFERENT MEANINGS' OF EDUCATION

--From our conversations with a wide range and number of.,

teachers, we found that many teachers struggled with the same.
.

questions:

.

What dorWe teach?

How do we teach?

And where?

Some -teachers felt frustrated by questions aboUt.

integration;. others were excited about new ideas and approadhes.

We heard excitement about transdiscipinary therapy, functional.

IEP's, parent involvement, integration strategies, vocational

training and community-b4ed training.

'In patt we discoVered that'teachers didn't just do things

differently, they also had different ideas aboutwhat education
e-

means.' Some talked about "treatment" and "therapy time", others

abou '"getting kids ready" and still others about "functional

skills.and "naturaltings."

We found three.diS'tinctivefy different approaches to the

meaning of education ofeducation-for severely disabled students

reflected in both the words and the feeling of these

conversations. Here call them 01) the Clinical- Treatment

Perspective, 2) the Developmental Learner PerspeCyive, and.3) the

Functional Life-Skills Perspective. It is important to note that

many teachers -use a combination of these different approaches and

perspectives. But talking about them separately will, we hope,

provide some he,lpfuL'clarity.

1;7
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.The dlinicalfTreatmellt Perspective

Until very recently /// the education, treatment and
...

progrdmming for the population of kids labelldd-"severely

4-

handicapped ";-was a record of failure-and frustration, including
I

frequent segregation, institutionalization and weak to

a

nonexistent programming. Ten years ago the odds would be high

that none'Of the' preceding students, would be in a public school.
,

Most mould not have been in any school program at 111; all three:

students would have been candidates for a total institutional

setting:.

Wherever the program's actual setting, it would be dominated.
6 ;

by a commitment to a "clinical treatment" or "therapeutic' model.

Physical and occupational: therapy, as well as speech therapy

would be, the key "treatments." Children.Would be taken to the
)

various therapies outside the classroom and given individual
. .

seSsIns. Typically, therapists might concentrate upon range of
-,

. ---

motion, head control, balance, mouth closure,' The.as,.sUmption

would be that once Peggy or Michael (students, mentioned

could,have better balance 'or hold:up-their heads, they qould be

abletopick-upocts.grisp toys, start to be able to feed
f----

.
.

,

themselves or whatever.
it.

e"

--- ,
--

Assuming that either. Peggy or Michael would be in any

''''

..
.

. .
.

prograM a all, the focUs would be upon "improvement" or "getting

. .better". There would. be little need for situation's where these

more severely handicapped youngsters interacted and mixed with

'typical st1.4ents. The'focus of the clinical "intervOntiore-wo

b w.relatively narrow and specific: get the child to bean' eight-,

t10
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position the child to prepare to crawl; work'On sitting or

grasping or reaching. And most of these activitieswould be done

by therapiSts. To "educate". a child such as Peggy who had
-

significant developmental delay and cerebral -palsy meant to
1. .

"treat" somelof her "deficits' and try ta ove"icome them through

regular, technical exercises.

The con ext for learning would be narrow,' precise and

therapeutic. Once the student Improved (or became less atypical)
.

then she would develop skills to cope in a less intensive (and

less segregated) setting.

For example, applied to Michael (the student mentioned

earlier) , the approach'midght mean the'followingl if Michael has

' had difficulty with sitting and if a team of medical specialists

decide that he has, a risk of developing' a bent spine, then this/

clinical treatment perspective would put ,a body brace on the

child. The object of_rthetreatm6nt would be to correct or

prevent a "bent spine." The asS-ninption would be that-once the

treatment has taken effeCt,. then that particnl r problem wouldbe-

"cured" or at least alleviated,

.

Teachers often find-their role to be one of caring for

s'Udents in between therapy appointments. Their contribution as

educators to the stUdentss overall program is oftqp-seen-as

segondaraCto the nedessary.expert and techniCal proTramS provided

by therapists. Teachers alone. are left to find ways to integrate.
4,

,and,000rdinate several different therapeutidq)rogamS into a

-student's classroom-day.'



J=

One of the unfotunate consequences of the "clinical

treatment" approach as a way to serve students with:severe

disabilities is that many of the students do not get "be ter ";

they are not cured. Many staff Who,had concentrated time and

effort upon the eliMinatiod.of certain behavior. and physical

problem expressed discouragement' to find'that after many years,

the treatment has not worked. Theit frustration and fatigue

often creates an attitude that "nothing.much.c.an be. done."

The Developmental Learner Perspective

This perspective. sees the student,as-lagging behind in a
.

growth process. Students are "delayed," or "bghind" in

deVelopment compared to the majorityof students wiib are the same

chronological ageriThe teacher guides growth in a particular

sequence to help the student "catch up." Hopefully, the student

responds by acquiring new knowledge or skills, at a faster rate.

The ultimate goal is to have the'student become as able as her

.peers to catch up to the norm, or at least, to'narrow the

distance between present performance and the norm.
..

As the development gap widens beyond.theneed for special

"catchup" sessions or temporary removal from the regular ClasS.

to spebial help, temporary segregation from the regular. settings

tends to lengthen. Frequently, temporary removal from regular
. ,

class becOmes.permanent segregation. Furthermore, the linkage

between developmental delay and removal from regular settings

continues. iusually the gap between Children with severe 's

disabilities and typical children widenS: therefore, children

with relatively severe handicaps do not "patch up"to typical

children;-such.Children-remain segregated .from typical children.

12



A real fife example follows.

At a .duet process .hearing in a mid-wesferi) State,-Parents'had

challenged their 18 year-old son's IndividuaiEducation PlarP
//

(IEP). A primary focus of the IEP was' to/get the 18"year-old_

/
yOUngperson.(who happened to be labelled "severely handicapped")

to identify the colors red, white-arid blue. When asked at the
7

hearing why the young, man was trying to learn his colors at age

18, his teacher replied, 'Because he has, a mental age of fiVe
eJ

years Old and he needs to progress in sequence as a person that

mental age might do."

The hearing officer asked the teacher what Mould happen if

the young man learned the colors?

-Then we would teach him green and brown."

It may be an extreme example; yetther much truth in. it.

The dilewa_it..raises for the developmental approach is

fundamental: what.is:the answer to the question, "how old is the

18 year-old severely handicapped boy With a mental age of five

years old?" 'Too,many teacher's would answer as indicated in the

due process hearing, "five years old. ", Of course, the young man

happehs.to be 18 years-old; within the liirats of his abilities,

he needs too be seen and treated as 18,years old.

In Michael's case, for example, instead of putting on a

body-brace and seeing whether or not such treatment workedto

correct a bent spine, the developmental perspective might teach
. .

. I

Michael td assume the correct posture., The point would''be,to

assist muscle development and to achieve some trunk control so

that Peithael would be developmentally closer to the norm. With
.

44. " -
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Robert=Andre:W and.theoblemof aggression toward Others, the

developmental learnei perspective might focuS upon returning the:.

student to the more normative,. developmental behavior, using some

.of-the same interventions cited earlier.

Unfortunately, with each pasSing year, the prospect-.f r

meeting the, educational goal -- whether overcoming the deficit or

catching up to :the norm -- gets dimmer and diMmer. Some teachers

may even begin to wonder if they are teaching anything at all.

Frequently, such thoughts, even when unspoken, lead teachers_ of
,

the severely handicappedto feelings Of fatigue,frustrAion and

isolation.

The Whole Life/FunctiOnal Perspective

This perspective begins by seeing the student as just

'different -- but not too different. The educational strategy

becomes this: how.can we help both the student and the student's
r

.

envIrOnment adapt to eaCh_other? You can accommodate-

differences; even very big ones, by brin g the skills tihe

studentdoes have into correspondence with the skills others have

-. and Use:.
N

The-re'were two ways people talked about the kinds of

activities this perspective suggestsi

1. "Youifind.wayS.for a,student to .do those things. that,

if hedidn't'do them,. SOmeone else would have to."

For example: Michael can't tell time yet. He can't count

or ,talk about yesterday: IBut he does know "t: MW in a fUrirtional

sense:,:when the picture of the clock on his .desk 116atOneS the

cloCk on the wall, it is time to go to` lunch or go home:. Michael

- 16



may never learn;to tell time the way other children dcifa.at a

similar way,.he can look at a clock and then do something because

of what the clock says. No one has to come and get hiM.

-For Michael and'o'theristlidnts, teacher's can .help turn their'

"differences" into just different ways of doing things for

themSelves: for-example, use-snaps or velcro.fasteners:so no one

has,to zip a student's coat; or adapt doorknobs with rubber

covers so that studentathemselves can turn them.
f

is not always easr;,-to ,figure out'these-adaptations or

accommodations. Sometithes we saw:mhole groups'of people --

teacher,,a therapist or two, aparent.,- talkinig about and trying

different ideas until a solution was found.

Sgmetimes-a particular'student won't be able to do something

Completely alone; making toast for breakfast might mean just
, )

pushing down,the handle of the toaster; eating a meal might mean

learning to .swallow.A.well enough so you can finish when everyone,
4

else does;.getting dressed might mean being able to roll over at
1

the. proper time-, !or taking off,;the shoes someone else has already'
e . 9 - . ---

untied.' Even learning to do little parts of think
. means that

.someone else doesn't have to do theM for you:-
. . .

Thinking abodt education this way seems to have helped

teachers find new thingsto teach and students new things, to

ffr9.?

...., .

_
,learn. one teacher said, "you don't have to wait until they

Sare ready"

Robert- Andrew doesn't talk. ,He has never babbled, or even

gestured very clearly. )3ut when he paints, to the piOture of a

cup on hiscommunication board, people 'know he wants a drink..

15
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one is sure that he understands that the picture is a cup, but he

always .drinks after pointing to the cup.' Robert- Andrew.'s

communication board only has ten-pictures so far. Maybe he will
1

learn some. signs ,Right now he has ten ways to tell people what
0

119 wants or doesn't, even. if it'is without words or sentences.

2. °Youfihd ways lor astudent to do the kindS of 'things

everyone else does.,"

For. example, Peggy can't read and she has great difficulty

.turning the Pages 'of a book;-,but she enjoys looking at .6h6:pages

and likes to have someone read.to her. Still, Peggy can go to

.'the library with the other 8 year-olds and help to check out'her'
)

own books. Certainly, Peggy.would,not use the library or-the
.

books' iii just the same Way the other children do; but here would

be a, particular similarity -- at equivalence.--,- abou-Otfie(way

Peggy uses the library along with the'other.8 year-olds.
e .

A principal,told us, "They don't always haye to,be learning

Some Specific thingS. It is functional "juOt to be able.'-to be'

part ,of the grOup."-

going to a basketball game to enjoy the lights and

noise,

riding a bus,
ll

playing in. a park,.

'watching airplahes

These are all ways of'bein¢ part of the group:: s, - 0
.

- ,

'FroM this functiorial perspective. 'edUcation takes cm jDroader
0 tt

meanings In particular we saw the education of students /,''

happenihg.in a, variety__ community settings. Students lean\ to
.-4



vs.

do parts of jobs in restaurants and hbspitalsshop.in.grocery-
f

stores or malls, and learn, to cross streets.

The teachers. who talked about education this way said

something else as well. in-'dtany instances old feelings yf

frustration and, even.hopeleSsne-es had been 2eplaced

enthusiasm. Granted, teachers continue to struggle with a lot of

the same questionS, but seem Convinced that they will create the

answers.

,PUTTtNG .PERSPECTIVE INTO 'PRACTICE

.'The challenge- of making these prindiples work remains. We

sawa loTh of different ways people arectrying in the .Aprograms

which dO integrate students with severe disabi ties. The,
4

details of, teaching "including o)5jectives,-mat rials,
_

\

scheduleS, data, group.lessons,!6Vea teacher hall-iuty -- are
..

. 7
44(still developing and being refined.

.1'

ay

Even larger:details ere only slowly comin into focus. In

an,inteview with a'cOuple.of regular education teachers in

lotnge area'.of.an elementary school, both.teachers commedted.
, I

about the importance of support:

"It has nothing to do wit dumping kids in our classes;
2

a whole different Model_really."

it's

One of the consulting teachers too alotiiding (40 district) .

. .

.

where the, most,severely handicapped students were integrated. into
._ .

a wide variety of typical settings, "summed up a key dimenSion of

quality.,

17



"First, the support staff.has to be in place; you can't take

the.'special education kids. out 'of.the room and do your thing (if'
* _ ,

you happen-to be-a speech therapist, fOr example.) a matter

of consulting with the regular staff, working with them on

practical, functional'activities. We asked her. what elp

"It helps to be ..trained;' you really meed'to,have the

confidence .(and-skilfs)-that-kids who,happen to be quite severely

handicapped can be educated. And I think that-system-mide issues
- ..

tter, here. Will a PrinciPal_be-COnvinced.that it makes good,

.program and fiscal sense to bring back these kids with.severe

d'sabilities and put them ih..their loca4;,neighbdrhoOd schools?

I mean . ... in some ways lt's\a matter of people changing." .

Some talked about values and philosophy. For example, thiS

comment Irom a teacher:at a cooperative district (where they had
o

closed segregatedPrivate and segregated public settings).:

"We have the basic phildsophY; the SpeCial Education

Director believes in the'importance.'of'integration. And now that

theysee it.happening, regUlar.teachers believe it too.'".

A special education director in Maine put it more

pragmatically:
/ .

"If we are ever going to be able to-makeaccommodation for.

the severely handicapped. in ourcommunities - long range ,-,

we're going td .have to start in our schools."

matter of perspective, values, pragmatics,.Mhether t. is a

ssupport, system, r,a.11 of,these, it is. a least as one
g

put it, "a matter Of people changing."

18
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For us the most important message is that people can and do

change. Indeed, school districts and, in instances, whole states

havechanged. Ways have been found to integrate students with

severe disabilities into public settings while maintaining and-
9 Na,

,1

extending a necessary level 'Of quality and intensity of

programming. While many struggles and ambiguities remain,

students like Peggy, Michael and Robert-Andreware going to

school. and learning with other kids their age.

;

e.
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Resources

For analysis about and discussioh of integration practices
and the concept of the Least Restrictive Envi; nment, see the

1
following publications produced by the Special Education Resource
Center at Syracuse (Regional ResourdeCenterAtZ):

'1. "The Least Restrictive Environment: It's Application,to'
Education"
'-- Douglas Biklen P

'Traces the historical, legal, pro essional, and
socio-political, deVelopment of th LRE principle.
Reviews the recent research and e erience_with
integrated schooling and,identifies.the key factors _ - _

which can facilitate or,impede integration.

2. "Public Education for Children with Severe, Profound, and
Multiple Disabilities; The Least Restrictive Environment"
--Douglas Biklen

_

Aiknswers, the questions Why? Where? and How?.to
-,in-4egrate all studentsWith'disabilities,.especially
those withsevere/Multiple,disabilities. 'Musters.
ql the arguments for integration arl concludes that
quality integrated.schooling makes sense and is
workings

ti

3. "Traditional Barriers. to Education Opportunity: Uhserved/
Underserved Children and Young People in Special EduCation"
--Steyen J. Taylor and Staff

Presents the concept that traditional barriers have
mad it difficult for many children/young geople to
get.a'free,'approprie education-, Provides an
analytical framewort*to understand how to overcome.-
traditional barriers tp full service. Suggests.a
variety of solutions.

4. "Making Integration Work: Strategies for Educating Students
with Severe. Disabilities'in. Regulaf Schools"
-- Steven J. Taylor

Describes the creative pra'dtices and strategies,
actall'being used,in statesschool districts,
'individual schools and classrOoMs across the
Country to provide integrated schdolidg for' students'

. with severe disabilities.

"IA
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The preceding publicatioL. are availablO for $1.00 each for
postage and handling frOni the Special Ed.cation Resource Center.

4.

SPECIALS E UCATION RESOURCES CENTER
i. . .

Syracuse University\
40 .Huntington Hall\
15Q Marshall Street\

Syracu e, li.ew York 1..3210

I-
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For background and a wide variety of effective teaching
approaches, see the following:

Apolloni, T., Cooke, T.P. "Integrated programming at the ,

infant, toddler and preschool age levels." In M.J.
Guralnick (Ed.) Early intervention and ,the integration
of handicapped_ and nonhan Mapped children. Chicago:
University Park Press, 1 78.

Bates, P.,, Renzaglia, A., and Wehman, p: "Characteristics
,an Appropriate IducatiOn for Severely and Profoundiac.
Handicapped Students."' Education and Training 'of the' -1

Mentally Retarded. April, 1981, 16,-142-149.
.

Brickeri-D.D. "A rationale for the integration of handicapped
and-nonhandicapped school children.". In .M.J..Guralnick
(Ed.) Earqy intervention and the integration of handicapped
children. Baltimore: University Park Press, 1977..

Brown,.L., Branston, M.B.,'Baumgart, D., Vincent, L., Falvey, 'M.
& Schroeder, J. "Utilizing the charagteriStics of 4..
variety of current and subsequent least restrictive
environments as factors in the deVelopment of curricular
content for severely handidapped students. In L. Brown,

\
M. Falvey, D.,Baumgart, I. Pumpian, J. Schroeder, &
Gruenewald .,(EdS.) Strategies for teaching- chronological age
appropriate functional skills to adolescent and young adult
severely handicapped students, Vol. IX, Part 1. Madison,-.
Wisconsin.: Madison Metropolitan School District-, 1979,
Revised and republished: "Journal of Special Education, 1980,
14 (2), 199 -215.

Brown, L., Branston, M.B. ;Hamre-nietupski, S., Johnson, F.,
Wilcox, B., &.Gruenewaid, L. "A rationale-for comprehensiVe
longitudinal interactions between severely handicapped
students and nonhandicapped students and other. .citizens."
,AAE8PH Review, 1979, 4 (I).; 3-,141P

Brown, L., Branston, M.B:, Hamre=Nietups"ki, S., Pumpian, I.,
Certo,'N'. &.Gruenewald, L. ."A Strategy for develOping
chronological age appropriate and functional curricular
content for severely handicapped adOlescents and young.
adults." Journal of Special Edudation. (1), 1979,
81-90.

Brown, M.,'Vincent, L., Kaye, N., Jobson, k
Ferrara-Parrish,-P., &Gruenewald, L. ."Strategies
'generating comprehensive, longitudinal and chrondlogical_age
apiAppriate individual educational plans- -for adolescent_and,
young adult severely handicapped student." In L. Brown,
M. 'Falyey, D. Oaumgart,-I. Pumpian, J. Schroedet,& L.
Gruenewald'(EdS.). Strategies for teaching chronological age
appropriate functional skills to adolescent and young
Severely handicapped'students. Vol. IX,0Part 1. 'Madison,
-WI::MadiSon Metropolitan School Disti.idt,7,1979.-



Beowh, L., Pumpiari, 1., Baumgart, V., Van Deventer, P., Ford, A.,,
Nisbet,: J.,:Schroeder, &'Grue'newald, L. "Longitudinal

G transition plans in programs-fox-severely handicapped
students." Exceptional Children 47, 8, 1981.

Brown,,L.,,,WildSx, B., Sontage, E., Vincent, B., Dodd, N. &
Gruenewald, L. "Toward the realization of the least
restrictive-educational environment for severely handicapped
students." In L. Brown, J. Nietupski,'S.. Lyon, S. Eamre-
Nietupski, T. Crowner and-L. GrUenewald (Eds.), Curricular
strategies far teaching functional object use, nonverbal
communicatioh; problem solving, ,and mealtime'skills to
severely handicapped students, Vol. III, Part Madison,
W.1-: Madison 'Metropolitan School District, 1977, 1713'.

Dybwad, G. "Avoiding misconceptions of manstreaming, the least
restrictive environment;,and normalizatiori" Exceptional
Children 1980 47, 2, 85-88.

Gilhool, T..& Stutman, E. "Integration of severely handicapped
students toward criteria for implementing and enforcihg the
integration imperative of-P.L. 94-142 and section 504," in
Criteria for the evaluation of the least restrictive
environment provision. -Washington, D.C.: Bureau of )

Education for the Handicapped, Dept. _of Health, Education
.and Welfare, 1978.

Guralnick,. M.J. (Ed.).. Early intervention and the integration of
handicapped and nonhandicapped children. Baltimore:
University Park Press., 19781 - .

.A.
Knoblock, P. & Barnes, E. "Children learn together: a model.

program integrating severely disturbed' children into an.Cipen
setting" in,S. Meisels (Ed.) Open-Education and Young.
Children with Special. Needs. Baltimore: University Par]
Press, 1979.

Pumpian, I., Livi, J., Falvey, M., LooMis, R. & Brown, L.
"Strategies for generating curricular content to teach`'
adolescent and young adult severely handicapped,. students
domestic living skills," 'In L. Brown,' M. Falvey,.
D. Baumgar-t, Schroeder.& L. 'GrUeridatld
(Eds.), Strategies for teaching chronological" age
appropriate function skills. to adolescent'and young adult
severely handicapped students. Vol. IX, Part 1. Madison
Metropolitan School District; 1979.,

Sailor, W., & Haring,. N. "Progress in the education of the
severely /profoundly 1.andicapped." In N. Haring & D. Bricker.
(Eds.), Teaching the severely-handicapped (Vol. 3).
Seattle: AAESPH, 1978.
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.4
Sailor, W., Wilcox, B., & Brown, L. (Eds.) Instructional design

for the severely.handicapped. Baltimore, MD: Paul Brookes
Publishers, '1980.

Vincent, L., & Broome, K. "A public school service delivery
mode). for handicapped children between birth and five years

age." In E. Sontag,' J. Smith & N. Certo (Eds.),
Edu tional programming for the severely and profoundly
ian'icapped. Division-of Mental Retardation, Council on

eptional Children, Reston, Virginia, 1977.

Vincent, L. Salisbury, g., Walter, G., Brown, P. Gruenewald, L.,
& Powers, M. "Program evaluation and curriculum development
in early childhood/special education: Criteria,of the next
environment.".0,In W. Sailor, B. Wilcox, & L. Brown.(Eds.)
instructional design for the severely handicapped.
Baltimore,'Md: Paul Brookes Publishers, 1980.
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